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School insurance
Regents
O.K.
tuition
raise
Rates for room and board will also climb for 2007-2008
By Andrew Mitchell

it was," Ellison said, a hint
of surprise in his voice. "I'm
happy and pleased with the
Tuition, room, and board administration. It's impor
rates at Pacific will again rise tant to keep it [the tuition
for the next academic year. rate] as low as possible. I
The tuition increase will be did thank President DeRosa
at 5.9%, bringing the typical for being on the side of stu
tuition rate for a full-time dents."
undergraduate student to
The problem for the uni
$28,480. Last year's increase versity, according to Ellison,
was 4.9%.
is few options for revenue.
The decision was approved Since Pacific exists as a pri
last week at the Board of Re vate institution, the state
gents meeting in San Francis does not fund the school,
co. ASUOP President Adam like the case is with the UCs
Ellison attended the meeting and CSUs. As a result, Pacific
to provide a student voice in must continually plan for
the proceedings.
funding.
Ellison said he supports
"There's no state money
the increase with the stipula that comes to the university
tion that financial aid also be directly," said Pat Cavanaboosted.
ugh, Vice-President of Busi
"I expected the increase to ness and Finance. He said
be significantly higher than the closest thing to state aid
News Editor

changes hands

is through the Cal Grants
program.
Pacific is dependent on
revenues generated from
tuition, said Ellison. The only
other major source of revenue
comes from endowments or
gifts to the university.
Cavanaugh said that Pa
cific invests the money in
the short term and see the
interest grow. The McGeorge
School of Law in Sacramento
and the Arthur A. Dugoni
School of Dentistry in San'
Francisco pay administrative
fees to the Stockton campus.
"While none of us will be
thrilled with the idea of a
tuition increase, we have to
be long-term thinkers," El
lison said. He added that this
would be a long-term benefit
continued on page 3

Cowell teams with local hospital
Erin Birmingham
Editor-in-Chief

Pacific's on-campus health center,
the Wellness Cen
ter, has undergone a
major face lift. Two
major changes took
place this semester:
one, the school's
insurance provider
was changed from
Mega Life to Chickering; and two, the
Wellness
Center
teamed up with
local St. Joseph's
Hospital.
Both
of these changes
should greatly im-

Photograph by Patrick Giblin

Kathy Hunter, director of health services
for the university, believes the change to
Chickering will be an improvement.

continued on page 3

Speaker informs students about Iraq, Afghanistan
BvJenmfer/Hite-Smith
Managing Editor

Juan Cole is an Islam and
Middle East specialist from
the University of Michigan.
His current research is work
ing td/hake connections and
bridge our understanding
of the Shiite sect of Islam
in Iran and Iraq, as well as
jihadist (sacred war) groups
such as the Taliban and alQaeda.
Cole lectured at Pacific
on January 19th in George
Wilson Hall. He discussed
two very important current
events - both of America's
wars: Afghanistan and Iraq.

FORECAST
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High 62, Low 37
Friday
High 58, Low 36
Saturday
High 58, Low 32
:

P

Sunday
High 60, Low 32

He explained
that the cover
age of the war in
Afghanistan has
been minimized
in the shadows
of the war in
Iraq. However,
the violence is
still prevalent
and
actually
getting worse.
Cole's
lecture
outlined
the
basics of U.S.
involvement in
these two coun
tries in order
to explain the
reasons they are

Photograph by Patrick Giblin

Juan Cole addresses an audience in George
Wilson Hall. He described the various sects
within Afghanistan and Iraq, giving people an
idea of the difficulties American troops face in
uniting them.

failing.
. "United States foreign
policy in both Afghanistan
and Iraq has had initial mili
tary success, then profound
political failures," he said.
"The Bush administration
set up a zero-sum game,"
explained Cole, where the
winners were joyous and the
losers had nothing. "Politics
doesn't have to be a zero sum
game."
His primary focus was the
ethnic division of both coun
tries. With such strong ethnic
division among groups, civil
fighting is difficult to appre
hend without fully under
standing each groups needs
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and working together. In
both Afghanistan and Iraq,
U.S. strategy has removed
the group in power.
Afghanistan has variety
of ethnic groups. The largest
groups are the Pashtuns fol
lowed by the Tajik, Hazara,
and Uzbecks. The alleged
terrorist group, the Taliban,
had grown into power as a
counterforce to Soviet oc
cupiers after the Cold War.
When U.S. forces invaded
Afghanistan in 2001, the Pa
shtuns, the primary members
of the Taliban, were in power.
They were removed in an atcontinued on page 3
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(Emergency).

ARREST
PACIFIC & KNOLES
1-14-07
Officers stopped a vehicle
for traffic violations at 1:55
AM and determined the sub
ject was under the influence.
CHP responded to process
the driver.
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The Pacifican staff meets every
Thursday at noon. Meetings are in
the Spruce Room in the McCaffrey
Center. Everyone is invited. We want
to hear from you!

1-14-07
Officers assisted a DUI
investigation and the pas
senger was interviewed and
learned the subject had an
outstanding misdemeanor
warrant. The subject was ar
rested at 3:18 AM and trans
ported to the county jail.

ASSISTED SPD
OFF CAMPUS

1-14-07
Officers assisted SPD lo
cating several subjects who
• live i<E»iicampus» regarding an
off-campus incident.

ARREST
LARRY HELLER & LOT

transported to the county
jail.

ACCIDENT
LARRY HELLER & PER
SHING

1-15-07
Officers assisted with a
non-injury traffic accident. A
report was filed.

ARREST
GRACE COVELL HALL

1-15-07
Officers assisted with an
intoxicated subject. At 4:17
AM the subject was arrested
for public intoxication and
transported to the county
jail.

FIRE
MCCAFFREY CENTER

1-16-07
Staff reported smoke com
ing from a trashcan. Officers
responded and fire had al
ready been extinguished.

VANDALISM
JESSIE BALLANTYNE

1-16-07
Staff reported a broken
1-14-07
window on the north side
Officers stopped a vehicle of the building. Officers
for traffic violations at 9:40 responded and initiated a
PM and determined the sub report of the incident.
ject was under the influence.
CHP responded to process
ARREST
the driver.
PACIFIC AVE & CALAV

1

Officers responded
a report of a studen:
collapsed. The subject
transported by ambulance
the local hospital.
VANDALISM
MCAFFREY
CTE
APTS
1-17-07
Student
reported
k
apartment door was x ani
ized with graffiti. Ottk?
responded and ini ti a t ed
report of the incident.
VANDALISM
LOT 7
1-17-07
Victim reported her
hide was vandalized. Or
responded and initiat- ;
report of the inddent.
HIT & RUN
PERSHING & BROCi
SIDE
1-17-07
Officer responded r r
hit and run acddent wr :
SPD was on-scene. Vicr;
reported that an unkr c
white vehicle hit her. Nc
juries reported but substa
tial damage to the veh: c
Suspect fled the area.

DISTURBANCE
1400 BLK W. ALPINE
1-19-07
ERAS BRIDGE
Officers responded
ARREST
1-17-07
several complaints of a lor:
MENDOCINO & PER
Officers conducted a check party at a home. OfficerSHING
on a female walking in the transported one subject bac
1-15-07
middle of the street with no to his residence at the Towr
Officers stopped a vehicle shoes on. At 2:45 AM the sub house apartments. Office:
for traffic violations at 12: ject was arrested for public responded to several calls
41 AM. Officers learned the intoxication and transported gunshots being fired south <
driver had four outstanding to the county jail.
the campus. No one locate:
warrants (1 felony and 3 mis
related to the shots.
demeanor). Officers located
CASUALTY
a hypodermic syringe while
WENDELL
PHILLIPS
conducting an inventory CENTER
search of the vehicle. The
1-17-07
subject was arrested and
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Cowell Wellness insurance change continued from cover
prove the quality of health
care on campus. The new
insurance covers more and
is much more user friendly.
It includes many online op
tions that increase efficiency
and decrease unnecessary

waits.
The new partnership with
St. Joseph's Hospital will
increase the number of phy
sicians on hand at the Well
ness Center as well as allow
Wellness Center physicians

Speaker continued
from cover
tempt to recreate a new unit
ed government. However,
the Taliban threatened the
new government once again
when local citizens began
to support it due to govern
ment inefficiencies.
Cole reflected on the is
sues facing Afghanistan now
as it again erupts in fighting.
The ethnic division felt by
Pashtun population has had
deteriorating affects. Cole
believes a united govern
ment could have seen more
success, "if more extensive
efforts had been made to
integrate the Pashtuns."
Furthermore, Cole says U.S.
policy needs to change "to
reconstruction rather than
search and destroy."
Iraq also has three major
ethnic groups divided al
most completely into sepa
rate regions of the country:
the Kurdish in the north, the
Sunni in the center/western
region, and the Shiites in the
southernmost part of Iraq.
The Sunnis ruled the county
under Saddam's Baathist
regime, and like the Pash
tuns of Afghanistan were
completely removed and
humiliated by the 2003 U.S.
invasion.
Now, in trying to form a
unity government for Iraq,
the Sunnis do not want to
participate and also feel re
jected. Cole explained that

70,000 Sunnis were fired
in the "de-Baathification"
of Iraq. Now, the Shiites
and Kurds in power have
"screwed the Sunnis over
royally, said Cole; "An un
stable society" has emerged,
in Cole's words.
Cole also highlighted the
irony in the U.S. decision
to dissolve the former Iraq
Army - thus letting 100,000
men with guns go home.
Thus, Sunni and Shiite militia
groups have formed to fight
in urban warfare against one
another.
Cole painted a picture of
the bleeding ethnic wounds
, in Iraq saying* "The Sunnis'
message to the Iraqi'public
is: 'You may be happy with
the new Shiite government,
but we are not happy; so you
will not be happy - and we
are going to blow it up.'"
To add to social division
even more, the Kurds have
essentially created their own
system of government in the
north and do not want the
Sunni or the Shiites to take
control of the oil in the north
ern region.
All in all, 130,000 U.S.
troops are unable to establish
security, according to Cole.
"This place is completely
out of control," he empha
sized, "an ethnic zero-sum
game."

Trees for landmines
Bv Benjamin Dunphy

Columnist

An old adage says that you
don't truly understand some
one until you walk a mile in
their shoes. These particular
shoes are hard to fill.
Heidi Kuhn has been re
moving landmines from warravaged countries sinCe 1997.
Donned with a blast vest
and a shatterproof facemask,

she searches for landmines,
painstakingly removes them,
and plants crops in their
wake to replenish the land
and with it, the people.
It is not every day that you
are graced with the presence
of someone with so much
courage.
"Landmines are a cancer
to the earth," she stated in
her speech at George Wilson
continued on page 5

to go with a student to St.
Josephs if needed and be a
part of their follow up care.
A pod of four physicians will
spend six hours a week at the
Wellness Center.
Kathy Hunter, CRNP,
FNP, and director of health
services for the University of
the Pacific, said "if [students]
need to go to the operating
room, I can go with them. If
they need to go to the ER, I
can go with them instead of
sending them over blindly.
This should be a comfort
to students who will need
off campus treatment in
the future. Previously, if a
student needed off campus
treatment, the student was
out of the Wellness Center's
hands. This could leave them
confused or without the help
that they needed during re
covery.
The change from Mega
Life to Chickering Insurance,
a part of Etna, will provide
a few positive changes and
a price increase. The price
will go up from $380 a year
to,$448, or $289 a semester,
However, Kathy Hunter
explained that, "Mega Life
would have gone up anyway
at the new year so the differ-

ence isn't that huge."
However, this price in
crease comes with perks.
One example is the highly
discussed new Human Papillona Virus (HPV) vaccine,
Gardasil, will be completely
covered by this new insur
ance. Kathy Hunter encour
ages "students to check with
their insurance to see if this
is covered. It is quickly be
coming a standard but not all
insurances cover it yet."
Student athletes will be
now covered when they
travel, something they were
not with Mega Life.
Students will now have
their own insurance ID. In
the past if students went to
an off campus pharmacy
they paid full price for their
pharmaceuticals and then
put in a claim to get their
money back. Now students
will be able to go to the phar
macy and show their ID card
and only have to pay their 10
or 15 dollar co-pay. Etna will
process the claim for the rest.
Both of these changes
should serve as positive additions to students' on campus health care,
Cluckering's online ben-

efits will offer students a
clear format to compare their
own current insurance with
the school's. This will help
them decide which has the
better coverage and which is
right for them. If you decide
to stick with your own health
care provider then you can
waive the campus insurance
online, or if the opposite
is true you can sign up for
Chickering right there and
then. With this new waver
system the Wellness Center
hopes to avoid the registra
tion holds that agitated many
students last fall.
While you had to give
proof of insurance in the
past by going to the Wellness
Center, you will now be able
to do this online.
Chickering also offers
the addition of easy and
reliable referrals. Dr. Hunter
explained that ' you are in
San Francisco and you need
to go to the doctor you can
call and the Wellness Center
can do a referral right online,
and then when Etna looks
they will see that there was a
referral and make the charg
es accordingly. It will be a lot
faster and more efficient."

Tuition continued from cover
to the students.
tions.
universities, is unable to take
For the future, Cavana"Good students, who have advantage of the perks,
ugh does see more increases lots of options, are picking
Perhaps the only major
but hopes>4»rkeep-Ahesmatia * Pacific," he said^r ouyiyv oiylf university to go against the
minimum.
> g Rising tuition rates across trend is Princeton University,
"The increases will contin- % the country have garnered which decided this past week
ue to be less than average," ; extensive media coverage, to maintain current tuition
Cavanaugh said. "I think our prompting legislators to ad- rates at $33,000. It was over
tuition fees will continue to dress the potential problem. 40 years ago when Princeton
State schools, in the CSU last stayed tuition,
be competitive."
Recently, the news maga or UC systems, may ben
On
the
web:
zine U.S. News and World efit from the actions taken.
Report listed Pacific in sever Pacific, like other private www.usnews.com
al lists of its 'America's
Best Colleges' cover Expense
Percent
Approved 20072006-2007
1003-2006
age. In best overall uni
Increase
2008 School Year
School Year
School Year
versities, Pacific tied at
5.8%
$28,480
$26,920
$25,658
Tuition
98th place, seven places
0.0%
$240
$240
$240
ahead of the University Health Service Fee
of San Diego and ten ASUOP Fee
33.3%
$200
$150
$150
places behind UC Riv
50%
$60
$40
$40
erside. Pacific ranked Activity and
Recreation
Fee
38th on the national
'Best Values' list, ahead Room (Double
of UC Berkeley.
6.0%
$4,580
. $4,320
$4,115
Occupancy)
Cavanaugh predicts
5.7%
$4,600
$4,350
$4,145
that the value Pacific Board (19 meal)
offers will attract po Total Cost
5.9%
$38,160
$34,348
$36,020
tential students with
higher quality applica- *For a typical, full-time undergraduate student at the Stockton campus
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A New Beginning An Unfortunate Ending
For Freshmen

Welcome Back Everyone!!!

By Nicole Van de Star - Silvo

Columnist
Hello everyone, and wel
come back to a brand new
semester filled with work,
work, and more work. I'm
sure I am speaking for ev
eryone wl :ft I say that our
break was just a little too
short. Even though it lasted
a month, it felt like only a
week, but I do have to admit
it was really nice. Although
we all wish we had had an
other month of vacation to
go, I am sure, in some form
or another, you are all happy
to be back.
Now first and fore
most, the main thing on
everybody's mind is the start
of boring and not so boring
classes. For those of you that
were able to enroll for your
classes early, you are very
lucky that you were able to
pick what time you wanted
to start your days. Now if
you're like me, you're not as
lucky. See, I got stuck with all
of the early classes that no
body wanted to wake up for,
so each and every day, I start
class bright and early, a.k.a
8am. There is one nice thing
about that, for all of you that
have 8am Biology, you also
get Dr. Wrischnik. Thank
goodness for her pep, other
wise I don't think I would be
awake.
Along with starting
new classes, we are also ap
pointed with the dilemma of
purchasing books and study
material, what a fun time
this is. There is nothing bet
ter than walking into a store,
just to find that the books
you need are all sold out, and
the books that you can get

cost an arm and a leg. I also
love staring at the back of
someone's head for an hour
waiting to pay for the books
I could get. The upside to
this is that you meet many
people in the process, you
could say we are working
for a common goal, buy the
books and get out of there.
Now if you read my col
umn often, then you would
know that I don't live on
campus, so this moving into
the dorm room thingy is not
a first hand experience, but
I'll share what I know. So
what I have heard is that at
the end of last semester you
had to move out of your
rooms completely, and then
when you came back, you
had to move back in again.
Now, if I were in your posi
tion, I think I would be an
noyed. It's not as if you were
all leaving forever, you were
coming back. Well, good
luck to all of you with that
and I hope really hope you
all get good roommates. Not
only is school hard, but also
to also get a jerk as a room
mate doesn't make things
much better.
On a lighter note, I'm
sure you can all agree when
I say that the best part of be
ing back is seeing all of your
friends again and talking
about the fun you haa over
break, or for the importu
nate, the not so much fun
you had. It's really weird
how this school year is now
almost over, but put it this
way: next year we get to
make fun of the incoming
Freshmen who don't know
their way around campus,
and for those of you that
have a little meaner side,
you can direct them in the
wrong direction and have a
little fun.
Just a little word of ad
vice to all of you, don't for
get to date your papers '07.
Trust me, it's not cool when
your professor thinks you're
handing in work from lastsemester.
Until Next Time

Nick Hansen

Columnist

Note: The views ex
pressed in this article are the
author's opinion, not a state
ment of fact.

being choked he taunted his
attacker by saying "come
outside!"
He and his teammates
went outside and the at
tacking guys followed them
leading to another fight on
the doorstep of the house.
Ty'Relle, at 2201bs, standing
6-foot-4 had multiple at
tackers on his back. He was
pushed, and while trying to
stop his fall, his hand went
through a glass window.
With blood all over the
place Ty'Relle quickly left
and went to St. Joseph's Med
ical Center on El Dorado. He
checked into the emergency
room at 12 midnight and
received 21 stitches for his
wounds on his hand.
His doctor said there is no
way he could have punched
a window "there are no cuts
on my fist, only cuts on my
wrist, fingertips, thumb and
middle fingers."
Wlule at the hospital,
Ty'Relle called Jus parents
to let them know what hap-

His coach c a l K ' ^ S i .
Si}!
32 AM and said
Party';:
1
was just at a hoi11
Stockton, smasH i ^§5
and flashing a g1-1*"*
^nen
Ty'Relle, in shocl<
n<ty
_
J
Si
replied, "This is
ryh
0ts
at
me, I am sitting
in Fairfield."
*Uos
His coach wen k
•ortsj,
that the police
which}
that he was fightin
•
°y
sett
a violation of a p°
as per being on tln
]«e an
team. Since the
mvolvet
the university got
it just made things ~- orseT
eryone on the base? k alitor
theirc
who was involved iedfe
dent has been rem
the team.
The girl called tin
at 4:30 AM, five h o c
Mr. Harris said
t
took place, saying
assaulted her at he r 4:30 AM during a zr
punched a window
There was no comm e ~
any alcohol being xn

Saturday, January 13, 2007
was not a good day for one
Pacific student. For on this
night his career as a Pacific
Baseball Pitcher came to an
abrupt end as soon as he
was jumped at an off campus
party.
Ty'Relle Harris, a twentyyear-old sophomore from
Fairfield attended a party put
on by an 18 year old girl who
attends Delta College. While
at the party, Ty'Relle was ac
cused of taking an iPod from
the girl's house.
Ty'Relle, be
ing an honest
y ung man had
not but was
still confronted
and thus patted
down by this
young woman's
friends. -'One'^
of
Ty'Relle's
friends was also
patted
down
and a shot glass
of theirs was
found in his
pockets.
This
started a push
ing fest, which
resulted
in
Ty'Relle and the
host of the party
having a verbal
argument.
Image of recently expelled student Ty'Relle Harris' hand after attempting to stop his fall when he
by friends of a girl who accused him of stealing her Ipod. These detail's are still under
"As soon as
she made contact
with my face, her
As per an article \
pened and his mom said she
guy friends were already would come get him.
on January 18, 2007 th
jumping me and choking
As soon as he got back peared in The Record
me," Harris said The fight to Grace Coveil after being "Five Pacific baseball p>
went on for a couple of checked out oi; the ER at 3:15 kicked off team". The r<
minutes and the young lady AM, he packe
mall bag er writes "Witnesses to
asked the guys who were and was on i
id at 3:30
there from the Pacific Base- AM to go hcrfnt
• got back
Continued on page 9
bal! team to leave. •
to Fairfield aro
4:15 - 4:
He Ty'Relle was still 20 AM.
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Public Safety's Preeminence
Benjomin Dunphv
Staff Writer

Your body tenses. All of
a
sudden, your peripheral
Sd
becomes
inept and every
Party
thing
in
your
field of vision
viS
becomes black and white.
You don't know why it's
his
happening
to you, but it's
news
happening.
All
that you can
>yh(
see is consumed by black
and white, and possibly blue
strobe lights. You are being
specially investigated by
Pacific's finest.
Only this isn't an official
investigation. Rather, it's
kind of like watching Judge
Dredd step into the streets,
confident that the law is fully
behind each and every one of
his decisions while he singlehandedly prosecutes, hears,
and judges those defendants
in his wake.
The UOP police have got
ten way out of hand. While
gangs continue to shoot at
each other (and occasion
ally at a Pacific student) right
outside our boundaries, we ,
are being persecuted by the
same people that have sworn
to protect us. In their eyes,
we are the bad guys, and
we are guilty until proven
innocent.
For example, this past
weekend the police stopped
me as I was coming back
from a party. Now here's the
backstory: when I showed up
to this party, lots of people
were leaving, as the alcohol
ran dry and most people
were not up for staying. But
a few friends and I decided
to stay because the company
was great and the people
were very hospitable. What
better way to spend a Friday
night than with people who
know how to have a good
time - without alcohol?
As I am coming back to

Sat

continued from page 3
lice Harris left the premises
following an altercation with
the woman at about 4:30
a.m. A short time later, two
unidentified males arrived at
the home, one with a hand
gun. A number of partygoers
retreated inside the house as

campus, I am stopped in
the stadium parking lot and
pushed into the back of the
cruiser like a convict, while
the officer justifies this by
"reports of gunshots" (which
I did not hear, nor fire). 21
years old, not drunk but a
few old beers in me, and
nothing else incriminating
on me, I am wondering why
I am sitting in the back of a
police vehicle. The officer
opens the door and decides
to explain it to me.
The young officer takes
my license and asks me a few
questions about my birthdate
and my residence. After Task
why I am being detained for
questioning, the officer says
that I am drunk.
I do not like being in
sulted.
I am not drunk, I tell the
officer, and I also tell him
that I have been respectful
and cooperative throughout
this entire unnecessary de
tainment.
I was released, but only
after being harassed, while
my friend was given a much
harsher, much more unneces
sary scare-tactic oft used by
the Pacific public safety. He
was taken off into the night:
I can only assume jail. Mr.
Police Officer: if you want
to scare somebody, please
scare those people that shot
a Pacific student for an Xbox.
Please scare that man that
shot at a student for her car.
Please scare the countless
people that break into our
cars while we sleep. We not
only want you to protect us,
we want you to understand
where we are coming from as
full-time students.
You know, marketing is
a very powerful tool. It has
helped capitalism become
the dominant economic sys
tem, and creates a special re

lationship between producer
and consumer that allows the
business to truly understand
their customers and what
they really want.
Pacific students are cus
tomers of public safety,
since they provide us with a
service: Protection. I like to
call this service 'Protection
without Persecution.' It es
sentially assumes that those
who are being protected
should be treated with the
utmost respect and should
not be succumbed to bullshit
scare-tactics that patronize
our understanding of the
most basic tenets of the Unit
ed States Constitution.
The actions of public
safety have reached a level so
absurd that they seem to as
sume the worst in all humans
and persecute students that
are out late, attending a par
ty, or simply walking home
from an area that may have
been having a party. This is
when it becomes persecu
tion. What if I was the desig
nated driver? Well I guess the
Pacific public safety can tell
that you are "drunk" from 20
feet away because your "eyes
are glossy." Will this type of
testimony hold up in court?
Hell no. Do Pacific's public
safety care? Apparently not.
And yet they continue to in
sult our intelligence and our
freedom as American citi
zens with every scare-tactic
they put into action.
r
I am hardly alone in these
feelings. Many of my peers
have expressed discontent
for the actions of public safe
ty and their swiftness to as
sume, prejudge, and accuse
in an unapologetic postulate
manner.
Public safety may want to
take a little advice from the
marketing students and get

the men approached the front
door. The two men allegedly
smashed more of the broken
glass at the front of the home
before fleeing."
Ty'Relle could face charges
of assault and vandalism. He
has since been kicked out of
Pacific and has enrolled in a
junior college in Sacramento.
The police said they would

look into both sides of the
story and let him know what
they come up with.
Ty'Relle Harris came back
to Pacific on Monday, Janu
ary 22,2007 to pick up a copy
of his transcript. Pacific and
The Pacifican will miss this
fine young athlete, writer,
student and friend.

to know its customers a little
better. Then, maybe, they just
might find that we're not so
bad.
I am sure that public
safety's job is more difficult
than I can comprehend. I am
sure that they have incred
ible amounts of paperwork
on top of thugs that steal
cars and idiots that get drunk
and become belligerent and
dangerous. So I know that
it must be very difficult for
them to remain objective in
their pursuits.
This all reminds me of
Ryan Phillipe's character in
the movie "Crash," where as
a new police officer he tries
to be objective and not racist,
but in the end falls victim to
his prejudices and shoots an
unarmed black man.
Oftentimes we students

feel like that unarmed man.
We are college students,
not gangsters. Even though
some of us may drink and
party, we are not looking
for trouble but rather a so
cial setting where we can
enjoy ourselves. You cannot
stop students from drinking
any more than you can stop
jaywalking. I implore you,
Pacific's public safety, to
remain objective and not to
forget a founding principle
that our forefather's died
for: innocence. Protect us;
don't persecute us. And for
the sake of our cooperation
and trust, try to understand
us a little better, and to un
derstand better our situation,
actions, and why all of this
is compounded with our
youthful character.

continued from page 3

Mines to Vines
Hall on Thursday, January
18th to an attentive audience
of students, professors, and
community members. "But
there is a cure: removal."
There are an estimated 70
million landmines in over 70
countries that kill or maim
over 10,000 people every
year, according to Ms. Kuhn,
and she hopes that, one day,
they will all be removed.
She is well on her way to
achieving that goal. .Three
weeks after the 1997 death
of Princess Diana, Ms. Kuhn
vowed to continue the
awareness of landmines that
the Princess of Wales had
been so famous for.
She founded an organiza
tion called "Roots of Peace"
that removes mines left by
countries and their armies
and plants crops such as
grapes, pomegranates, cher
ries, and almonds to replace
them. Her organization also
teaches the locals how to
maintain and harvest these
crops, and helps to rebuild
roads, schools, and play
grounds.
This is no modest task.
Landmines take only $3 to
put in the ground and $1,000
to remove them, according to
Ms. Kuhn. Despite these tre

mendous financial obstacles
and the danger involved, her
organization removed more
than 100,000 landmines north
of Kabul, Afghanistan, where
the fields are now filled with
fresh crops cultivated by
local peoples • - replacing
"mines with vines." Roots
of Peace has also worked in
Angola, Cambodia, Croatia,
and Iraq.
Ms. Kuhn recently received
the Skoll Foundation's Social
Entrepreneur of the Year
Award in 2006 and the Peace
and Security Award by the
World Association of NonGovernmental Organizations
in 2005.
"Collecting Pennies for
Peace," a fundraiser by the
organization, is a penny
campaign designed to raise
awareness among students
around the country of the
struggle for a mine-free
world.
"The program engages
students to look beyond their
own borders with compas
sion to other nations who
struggle to achieve peace and
empowers students to take
positive action to help those
less fortunate," the organiza
tion's pamphlet said.

The Skinny on Sorority Recruitment
semester, all the women each sorority and figure
involved have plenty to be out where she feels most at
stressed about; however, home.
Nearly everyone on Pa none of their worries have
Any woman interested
cific's campus has, at least, anything more to do with in going through recruit
heard rumors about the in the typical heresy than the ment has from the first day
tense (insane, some may say) effort it takes to ignore it.
of school in August until
In actuality-coming from the day before the process
week designated for Sorority
Recruitment. An incessant a girl who has now been on starts to sign up. By far, the
buzz hangs over the campus both sides of the process-re most overwhelming night
for those six days where any cruitment at Pacific is hardly of recruitment, most would
given conversation about it what the movies and rumors agree, is Open House night,
may include words such as have made it out to be. It is where the women attend
"ridiculous", "stereotypical", just a very organized set of every sorority house and re
and of course "artificial". parties that are designed ceive a house tour.
Besides being the first week to give each potential new
It is the first night, the
back from Winter Break, as member the absolute best nerves are on overdrive, each
well as the start of a new opportunity to experience house presents about fifty
girls singing in your face, and
who can really remember
what name goes with whose
face after shaking hands with
that many women in a mat
ter of hours? At the end of
the night, both the girls and
the houses decide their top
choice houses and top choice
girls, respectively.
Through this mutual selec
tion process, the following
night, the girls return to two
or three houses to learn more
about the philanthropies of
the sororities. Each house
puts on a different event for
the girls, relating to their
philanthropy. This year, the
events spanned from indoor
miniature golf to creating a
brail book for the Stockton
Blind Center.
The night ends with the
same sort of selection process
to prepare the women for the
final, deciding night. Each
girl generally 'attends two
houses on Preference night to
help make her final decision.
Every house approaches
Preference differently-some
are quiet and intimate, where
others are brightly lit and en
ergetic. From my experience,
the personal touches that the
sororities put on their own
Preference night makes all
the difference in the world
and truly helps a girl figure
out where she feels most at
home.
Now, when I was a po
tential new member, I could
hardly imagine anything
being more intense. Then
I came back from break a
week early for recruitment
and within an hour or two,
my opinion had changed. It
is a week and a half of giving
y Dan Cammarano
house tours to each other in
(Top) Delta Delta Delta members show off thier Tri-Delt pride.
mock open houses, singing
(Bottom) Anchor's away! Delta Gamma's represent on bid day.
By Cristy Yadon
Staff Writer

(Top): Alpha Phi's welcome
(Bottom): Young women from Kapa
2007 bid day activities.

songs over and over to per
fection, and spending every
spare minute cleaning. But
when, after all that, you only
feel closer to your house and
you couldn't possibly be
happier about the house's
new member class, you
realize how worth it all the
preparation really is.
Bid Day, the final day, is
what every girl waits for,
gets excited for, and expects
to make the entire process
worthwhile. And I have yet
to find a girl go home disap
pointed from Bid Day. The
new members are presented
with their bids in Grace Covell and soon find the entirety
of their new house eagerly
waiting to take them home.
The pictures taken are innu
merable and unforgettable.

Theta smile during Spr

The music is practical
competing for volume rtween the houses in soror
circle and there isn't a sin a
girl not dancing. Now, d c r
think that since Alpha Pr
isn't in the circle that the
miss out. They treat the:
girls with style: white lim
are waiting for the new gir
just outside of Grace.
For any woman interests:
in going through recru::
ment, the best advice I have
heard over the past weeabout how to decide where
to go was said by one of nr.
sisters, "If, when you look
around any particular room
you can see yourself living
there, being with these girls,
acting like these girls, and
being happy about it-that's
when you know where you
are supposed to be."

BLACK' HISTOPY MOUTH' Af PACIFIC
Celebrating Equality, Honoring Heritage
lennifer Hite-Smith

can history and the nation's
history of race relations are
a positive first step both to
National Black History self awareness and to think
lonth is celebrated each ing about possible solutions
ear in February, just a few to" today's problems." Perrot
yeeks after the late Martin further recognizes that, "far
uther King Jr.'s birthday, too often, [African American]
'his year, King would have contributions have been mar
•n celebrating his 78th ginalized or unrecognized.
irthday. Last year Ameri- The events at Pacific "are
ins celebrated the life his designed to demystify black
ife, Loretta Scott King, culture and invite solidarity,
hen she passed away. These where possible."
eo people greatly impacted
Martin Luther King was a
ie life of African-American civil rights fighter who stood
itizens in this country. Black for Black American rights at
!istory Month celebrates not a time when segregation was
ly the King family, but the impeding on Black American
lany other people and ef- freedoms. Celebrating Black
irts that have contributed History Month can remind us
the history of blacks in that racism is an international
lerica.
problem. As the most widely
Black History was first cel- diverse country, America has
'rated in 1926 with Negro made giant leaps in peaceful
istoiy Week created by Dr. ly co-existing with many dif
ter G. Woodson, a scholar ferent races. However, "we
[ho spent much of his life should be aware that racism
-orking to integrate African- is not a thing of the past but
ericans into American is still very much, present in
istory. Later on, one week our world," explains Cox,
icame the entire month of including in America. She
•bruary for exploring and continues to point out that,
lebrating African Ameri- "After the Civil Rights Era
ism.
many [racially prejudiced]
At Pacific, Black History white people and national
[onth is celebrated with institutions generally just
ents, speakers, and cul- became more subtle," rather
•al learning. "[It] always than non-existent.
:n celebrated at Pacific
The celebration of Black
since February was History Month on Pacific's
•st coined as Black History campus has consisted of hislonth," explains Marcus - torical references, speakers,
?rrot, chairman of the Black cultural events, and African
istory Month committee at dancers. Perrot is proud to
icific.
say, "Our practice has always
"Black history is American been to bring an African
story and so is integral to Americans speaker that are
American experience," widely known and that have
:plains Caroline Cox, As- some leadership in terms of
'ciate Professor in Pacific's beliefs and practices of the
epartment of History. All African American popula
mericans, regardless of tion at large."
in color or heritage, can be
Pacific, like many other
volved in the celebration of academic institutions, has
ack History. "I'm involved been committed to Black
cause it is an opportunity History Month and sup
me to shares what the Af- porting cultural events for
:an American population both the University and the
ftve contributed to society Stockton community. Pacific
ith past and present," said is "however, unique," ex
:rrot.
plains Perrot, "in the sense
Cox encourages American that we have been fortunate
iderstanding of our past enough to be able to bring in
order to promote peace, some very influential speak
think understanding the ers that have been widely
ist is essential to acting known in our current society
the present. So making and therefore appeal to all
positive decision to learn populations."
'out both African Ameri
Managing Editor

African American Firsts:

There have only been a total of
five black senators in U.S. history
Barack Obama (2005— )
The first black female
Secretary of State was Condoleezza Rice, (2005— )

Oprah Winfrey became
the first black woman
television host in 1986

Gen. Colin Powell was the
first African American Chair
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff:
1989-1993 and U.S. Secretary of
State: 2001-2004

Golf
champion:
Tiger
Woods, 1997, won the Masters
golf tournament

Oscar, Best
Actress: Halle
Berry,
2001,
Monster's Ball

Oscar, Best Actor: Sid
ney Poitier, 1963, Lilies of
the Field

m HI5T0RY MONTH EVENT* (ft
Date and Timp

February 1
7pm
February 9
Reception will
be at 5:30 p.m.
Dinner will be
at 6:45 p.m.

Event

Speaker: "The Boon
docks" comic strip
creator Aaron McGruder
Former Drug Czar
Lee Brown,
Speaking
engagement/ dinner

Location

THIS
Cost

Faye Spanos
Concert Hall on
Stockton campus

Free, open to public

Raymond Great
Hall

$50/ person. To pur
chase tickets con
tact Robin Moore at
209.468.9986.

February 23
7 p.m.

Le (African) Ballet

Bob Hope Theatre
(downtown Stock
ton)

February 24
11 a.m. to 4
p.m.

First ever Black Fam
ily Heritage Day,
vendors, talent show

Raymond Great
Lodge on campus

:

Tickets are available
at Bob Hope Theatre:
costs $48, $39, $29,
youth 16 and under
$25 any seat, ID re
quired.
Free and open to the
public

Fear and Loathing on a College Campus
Scientology and the Crunification of Top Gun <itar

By Mikey vu
Lifestyles Editor

Welcome back everyone,
right around this time, of
year following break, most
students are probably expe
riencing a number of mixed
emotions. Don't worry, it's
completely natural. See ev

eryone with their fancy new
longboards riding around
campus? Yeah, that's envy.
Been waiting in long lines
in the registrars office just
so you can find out you can't
register because of a hold on
your account? Yeah, defi
nitely anger.
What about that strange

feeling in your hands when
you're walking to class at 8
a.m. in the morning? Actu
ally, I don't believe that's
an emotion as much as it is
the oncoming symptoms of
frostbite. Bundle up people.
I don't want to look like the
odd man out with all ten of
my fingers while everyone
else is walking around look
ing like their perpetually
throwing up the shocker.
In other "shocking"
news (see what I did there?),
a 29 year old convicted
sex offender tricked and
conned his way into Imagine
Elementary/Middle School
which he attended for over
six weeks in Rosefield, con
vincing all those around him
that he was a 12-year-old
boy named "Casey Price."
He
apparently
utilized
stage makeup, shaved his

entire body, and altered his
voice to appear younger.
Now, I must say, who was
really stupid enough to fall
for this? I mean...don't you
think that an adult with a
fully functional brain would
be able to tell the difference
between a prepubescent
middle schooler and uh, well
I don't know, a 29-year-old?
Either every single person
that he met was a complete
idiot, or someone should hire
him to be an international
spy, because honestly if you
can't tell that there is some
thing a little strange about
a middle schooler stand
ing over six feet tall, with a
5'o'clock shadow, and prison
tattoos, then... I don't know,
you probably really suck at
Where's Waldo.
In other strange
news, "Tom Cruise is the

new 'Christ' of Sci
ogy, according ^0.lea§'
of the cult-like rel - gion.
Mission: Impossible sta
been told he has keen
sen' to spread the vvo^c
faith throughout the> JI
Really? Because th e im;£ r(
Jesus in an MIG jet flyint
the danger zone, s^rer;
girls with "You've Los
Lovin' Feeling" is alnti
much for me to beai
does one follow soenfc
with a straight face1 In
if you're best analoc toG
is Tom Cruise, do voui
hide his films from fntia
lowers? I mean, I'd bei
pissed if all of a sudil
found out that my s
in movies where he
ing around on a hare
floor in his undies, 5
sunglasses.

The Expatriot
Returning to BriotoL
"Lilou". To begin the story
It's not as cold as it should you must know that after
be. That's the first thing that New Years my girlfriend and
I noticed when I arrived in I ventured to Spain spend
Bristol. Everyone said win ing time in Valencia mostly
ter was so terrible here but but spending one night in
we have not gone below Madrid.
My girlfriend's uncle
freezing. After a four week
works
and lives in Madrid
holiday with my girlfriend I
and
so
he put us up for the
find myself in the same room
night
and
invited us to have
I left, with the same mess of
"tapas"
at
his favorite res
books and papers waiting
taurant
for
having such
for me.
foods.
He
works
in finance
I would like to say I bought
for
a
very
large
and
success
a train pass and went all over
ful
hotel
company
that
has
Europe but then I would be
hotels
all
over
Europe.
He
telling you a less than true
story of how my trip went. told us to go near the Puerta
I really only went to Paris, del Sol where he would meet
Brittany, Valencia, and Ma us with his French friend
Benjamin who is from Lyon,
drid.
Instead of boring you with a city in the northeast of
the details of the incred France.
This is where my story
ible French foods I ate for
begins.
While walking to the
Christmas and my travels
restaurant
I began to speak
after, I am just going to tell
to
Benjamin
while my girl
you a story from my Christ
friend
caught
up with her
mas break that I like to call
uncle. Benjamin was a kind

and friendly man who did
not speak perfect English but
offered a perfect opportunity
for me to speak French when
I could and English when I
couldn't.
As we neared the Plaza
Mayor my girlfriend got a
phone call from her mother.
During the conversation her
mother put my girlfriend on
the phone with Lilou, her new
half-Siamese, half-European
kitten. Benjamin looked con
fused. I graciously offered an
explanation in French saying
that she was talking to her
female cat. Unfortunately for
me, the word for female cat Lilou, Jett's girlfriend's new holt-Siamese, halt-European kitten. ' i
is also used as a vulgar slang be referred to as a female cat in French. Read why...
term to describe the female
After laughing at me for still blush when I thir.-l
reproductive organ. Benja some time he explained my what I accidentally
min stared at me, justifiably error and we both laughed word to the wise: kne
confused and wondered how together realizing that I had slang terms before you 1
it was possible that I could just told a man I barely knew a country or you might j
have said something like this that my girlfriend was speak say something you
and wondered if I was seri ing with her... I have still not mean to.
ous but attempting to remain recovered completely and
Cheers
as amiable as he could.
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coot and Big Tone's Res
lurant Review The Creamery
Wolumnists

•pon our return to the
lutiful University of the
•fie, Tony and I decided
I wanted to go out and
•because it wasn't time to
•rn the dining hall. We
ve until we ended up at
I Creamery. The Creamery
lirrently under some exteI construction but the food
K as good as ever.
Tony chose to have
I Texas Roundup Burger,
Ich was a thick ham
per covered in BBQ sauce
[topped with some onion
[s. All burgers come with
He of your choice of either
Id, onion rings or of course
ch fries. Tony chose the
ch fries to top off a good
fashioned American
|1. When I asked Tony,
Iw is that Texas Burger?"
eplied, "It's so good I just
it to yell, Yee Ha!"

I went for one of The
Creamery's featured attrac
tions, their soups. Everyday
The Creamery makes a wide
variety of soups and chili
that are amazing. I chose to
have the broccoli and cheese
soup which comes with a
side of garlic bread or corn
bread. I went for the two
huge pieces of corn bread.
A little advice, make sure to
put some butter and honey
on your corn bread for maxi
mum enjoyment. All soups
are made fresh daily and are
absolutely delicious.
The best part of the
creamery is the desserts.
They have a whole page of
the menu devoted to des
serts. Tony went for the
classic chocolate milk shake.
They give you so much milk
shake that it doesn't all fit
in the glass and so like the
old time ice cream parlors;
they bring you the rest in the
aluminum mixing cup. I, on

ANsNAT
January 16-February 16. 200
feirsf&<! QalJcri
A?

the other hand, went for one
of their specialty desserts
known as Scout's Delight.
Scout's Delight is basically
an amazing brownie sundae.
You can't go wrong with ei
ther selection.
The Creamery is a
classic Stockton restaurant.
Along the walls it has pic
tures in the mirrors of some
of Stockton's heritage in
cluding, The Klamath Fairy,
Delta College and of course
The University of the Pa
cific. The Creamery is a great
place to get a good, fast meal
or perfect if you just want to
go out for some dessert. Tony
and I give The Creamery,
"10 finger licks" for it's all
around meal quality. To get
to The Creamery go north on
Pacific Ave and it is located
on the corner of Pacific Ave
and Robinhood Dr. behind
Chili's. For a complete meal I
and a Stockton like atmo- I
sphere, try The Creamery.

Fun things
to do On
and Around
Campus
Linda Lopez
Staff Writer

Another year has come
and gone here at Pacific,
and do you still feel as if
you haven't really explored
the city that is Stockton (and
it's sister cities)? Well here's
your chance! The following
are ten illustrious activities
on or around campus which
shall stun, shock and amaze
you.
1. Like sports but hate the
overpriced tickets? Visit the
Stockton Sports Arena for
local sports games at low
prices (lowest price $9). And
if you're over 21, attend dol
lar beer nights for a night of
great friends, good sports,
and a nice cold beer.
2. Are you a big animal
lover? Want the zoo experi
ence without the long lines,
the droves of whiney kids,
and the travel to the big
city? Check out Micke Grove
Zoo. It's an inexpensive zoo
located in Lodi (15 minutes
away). Take a day and enjoy
the wonders of nature for
3. If you're feeling like
impressing that new love of
2007 and don't mind a small
trip, travel up to Ceres (about
30 minutes away) for an oldfashioned Drive-in movie. It
will not only astound your
new arm candy, but it will
make you look a little sexier
in that big screen glow. All
you need is your car stereo
(to tune into the movie's
sound) and $10 (per car)!
4. Consirf
yourself the
artsy or
room? Find
yourse!
g you could
sit acre
a Jackson
Pollocl
vent about
your d.
ill over to the
Haggin
eum, located a
couple t
s south of cam
pus. It's g . art without the
two , hoi
ip and the toll
(and ad - ion is under $3
with stu
ID).

5. Have a gut feeling that
you could show Tiger Woods
a thing or two? Well check
out the Swenson Public Golf
Course. It's open to the pub
lic and a great place to prac
tice your putting skills.
6. Now, want to stay on
campus for a good time? No
problem! February 1st, the
creator of the Boondocks,
Aaron McGruder, will be
giving a talk on his famous
comic strip and the jump
from newspapers to the small
screen with Adult Swim.
7. Love everything about
women? Love being a wom
an? Well show some support
by going to Pacific's annual
Vagina Monologues. It's hap
pening March 2-4, so go out
and show you support!
8. Ever m
the beach so
much you strue at your sun
screen with ;adness? Well
get off you ;
tt April 14-15
because th:
)C is having
a Beach Hor
Surfing trip.
This POC e v. takes you out
of Stockton ;
gets you into
the surf. Han
n dudes!
9. If you
doing com
munity se •
and want to
meet oth
ho do, check
out the Reach Out N' Rock
Show on April 27th. The mu
sical artist is a surprise, but
you will hav
Tiance to get
a ticket wh.
show proof
of your cc
ty service at
the Comr
wolvement
Center.
10. Final:
i.e out and
join the O..
Army and
sport your Pa. : Spirit! Ti
ger sports evt
ire happen
ing ever}: wee! id it's never
too late
the orange
and blacic.
t think that
the Oran
y is stationed
here in S: oc
though! The
Orange A
?n travels to
away ,g.
show their
fighting Ti
'it! So stand
up and c
uour Pacific

LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES

Lyrical Astroloqist Priscilla Park

provided by
www.dailyhoroscopes.com

1/20- 2/18 aquarius
You could help someone
understand a difficult
matter today. The
afternoon is better for
self-expression and
opportunities seem to
magically be created
that will help you move
forward in whatever goals
you have planned.

2/19- 3/20 Pisces
This is a favorable time for
investment in technological
industries. Changes can
emerge from obscurity,
offering you more freedom
and stability. Health
improves as tensions
ease and therapies can
have a beneficial effect.
Your intuitive powers are
stimulated.
3/21- 4/19 Aries
There is a lot of energy
available for disciplined
work today-do not
push too hard. Time is
of the
the essence and you
may find yourself more
conscientious of staying
prompt with appointments
today. You can have
problems when you do
not keep appointments on
time and you may want
to create a new system to
change these old habits.

4/20-5/20 Taurus
Everything seems to be
moving too fast. This can
result in a frustrating and
stressful day but you have
the knowledge and the
skill to turn the situation
into a most positive event.
Many difficulties cause
us to make changes and
adjustments or present
opportunities, to stretch
and learn. There is a sense
of testing the limits.

5/21- 6/21 Gemini
Your imagination is
focused on how things
ought to be today. You may
not be able to make/all the
changes you might want
just now. You busy your
mind with a few possible
ways to make some of the
changes you want later.
In communicating with
others, you will most lik
find greater clarity through
using your intuition as well
as rational thought.

6/22- 7/22 Cancer
m/
In-depth discussions and
probing conversations find
you at your mental best.
Conferences and business
meetings prove successful.
You are smart and may
find people look to you for
answers. Keep arrogance
to a minimum today. Some
sort of discussion with
friends after work may
encourage you to express
your opinion.

7/23- 8/22 Leo
There is some emotional
seriousness this afternoon
as you concentrate on
what needs accomplishing
before the end of the
year. Do not panic when
negative emotions occur—
they can give you a focus
on the fhings that need to
be changed. Give some
thought into the things
that drain your energy and
work to eliminate them
from your life.

8/23- 9-22 Virgo
Most areas of your life
reflect a positive, healthy
outlook. Duties that nobody
but you can perform yill
need your personal touch
now. Take care that you
do not become too strict
with yourself—perfection
may not be the idea here.
There could be a new job
direction, change or a step
up the ladder, if that is what
you desire.

9/23-10/22 Libra
This is a good day to get
things done. Your emotions
may take on seriousness as
you work to beat the clock
on a special project today.
Take care-you may hurry
too much and end up with
more problems than you
wanted. Emotions are very
present but within control.
10/23-11/21 Scorpio
. lntellectualism and the
exchange of ideas ,with.
the idea of being smart as
a fox is the special appeal
and importance just now.
You and a friend may get
quite a lot of shopping done
this afternoon. Wonderful

CENTRAL VALLEY
@ The Empire Theatre

Saturday February^ j

Panhandle
Full Blown 0i
+ special guest, Gregory M L
SH

tickets @ the d<
deers open @ V:
1825 Pacific Ave.

E M P I R E
.

(209) 943-SHOXN
stocktonempiret neat re.c

To solve the puzzle, each row, column and be
:ontain each of the numbers 1 to 9.

one this evening will bring
you closer together.
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11/22-12/21 Sagittarius
Do some writing on a story
that would be good for
sitcom on televi
have the ideas,
as the sense
It is OK to have fun and
participate in activities th,
do notcontribute to your
security. The extra curricutar
activities that you become
involved with riotv will
give you insight into your
personal self.
12/22-1/19 Capricorn
Power struggles are possible
this week, although, not
beneficial to anyone. Pace
yourself and insert some
BIG Chuckles into your day.
This is a time of ambition,
responsibility and learning
new techniques. Working
hard is smart, but working
smart is better. You may be
coming to the aid of a friend
or a stranger this afternoon

Answers to
this week's
Sudoku:

11
sports.thepacifican.com

acific Basketball shaky but optimistic

nsh-Scott Behnom
~>rts Editor

I Many Pacific Tiger fans are
Itnessing something they
Ve not been familiar with
the past: a streaky team
jking for their identity.
in the past have been
ed to seeing their Tigers
[solutely dominate in Big
play but this year is
little different. After a
|ugh pre-season schedule
rich included road games
lainst Wisconsin (ranked
in the nation) and Texas
fcM (#7 in the nation), the
gers bounced back openup the Big West conferIce play with wins against
State Northridge and
Riverside. Even though
started 2-0 in league
Pacific fans also were
ited with seeing the reof sophomore forward
Ford. In the win against
f>rthridge, Ford came off
bench to score 10 points
Id 2 rebounds. The next
to league games the Tigers
pked anything but an unde
nted Big West team. After a
igh road loss to Big West
^ding Cal State Fullerton,
' Tigers returned home but
bre embarrassed by UC Ir:ie, losing 67-42. It marked
worst Big West loss for

the Tigers since 1990, and the
worst home loss since 1988.
Redshirt freshman Casey
Neimeyer commented about
the lackluster performance.
"We didn't show up to play
that game. We shot the ball
. very poorly and even though
we had some late runs in the
first and second half, we dug
' ourselves too deep a hole to
get out of."
After the home loss to UC
Irvine, the Tigers were dealt
more bad news. Junior center
Dangelo Garrett, who has
been battling injuries all year,
could be out for the rest of
the season as the result of his
knee problems worsening.
Joe Ford, who returned to
play in four games for the Ti
gers, also found out that his
shins were getting worse and
had to have season ending
surgery last Friday. "Injuries
have been a problem for us
all year," Garrett explained.
"It seems like when one
of us is healthy again, an
other player ends up with
an injury. It's been hard to
get everyone in the rotation
since there have been so
many injuries lately." Garrett
has a point. The Tigers have
not had a game this season
where all 12 players were
healthy and ready to play.
The loss of Ford and Gar-

lec Sports for Spring '07

rett for the season is a huge
^disappointment considering
the immediate contributions
they could have made for
the rest of the season. Garrett
would have been another big
body to come off the bench
and provide rebounding on
both ends of the court. Joe
Ford is arguably the team's
best defender and brings
enthusiasm and leadership
to the floor. Even though los
ing both men for the season
is a big loss for the team,
Neimeyer is encouraged
about the future. "There is re
ally nothing we can do when
those guys went out for the
season. Joe and Deangelo are
both great players and we
can't wait to have them both
back at full strength next
season."
Losing two valuable play
ers and coming off a blowout
loss, the Tigers had every
thing going against them
when they entered their
match up at UC Davis. Da
vis was coming off two big
league wins against UCSB
and Cal State Northridge.
The Tigers also learned that
starting point guard Steffan
Johnson would not be able
to play because of a knee
injury, so junior Solomon
HorseChief would have to
fill his shoes and become the
r ' -A '•

floor leader that the Tigers
would need in order to win.
From the very start of the
game, the Davis crowd was
into it. Unlike Pacific fans
that would rather watch
Youtube videos of World of
Warcraft or sit at their Drake
apartments than support
their basketball team, Davis's
fans came out and had a roar
ing student section that con
trolled the momentum early
in the game. After starting
the game down 11-2, the Ti
gers gained their composure
and took a 20 point lead in
the second half and ended
up finishing the Aggies
off thanks to a clutch three
pointer by Reggie Vezia.
"Once Reggie hit that three
I knew that was the dagger,"
Garrett stated. "He's been
hitting big shots in practice
so we all have confidence
in him taking those shots."
Solomon HorseChief was
the ex-factor in the win over
Davis. Many wondered if he
could step up with Johnson
out, and HorseChief did just
that. He scored a career high
of' 18 points and also dished
out 6 assists in a nice road
win for the Tigers. What
was also impressive about
HorseChief's performance
was how clutch he was from
the free throw line down the

Calvaras Cup Standings

EASON ONE
GREEK DIVISION

:VENT
laddert Football Mania
asketball League
lag Football League
loor Hockey Tournament
acquetball Tournament
NTRIES DUE FRIDAY!

ENTRY
FEE
$5
$30
$30
$15
$5

ENTRIES
OJ>EN
1/16/07
1/16/07
1/16/07
1/16/07
1/16/07

ENTRIES
CLOSE
1/25/07
1/26/07
1/26/07
2/19/07
2/26/07

PLAY BEGIN!:
1/27/07
2/4/07
2/4/07
2/24/07
3/2/07

stretch, shooting 9-10 from
the line.
The Tigers have two very
important
home games
coming up on Thursday
and Saturday. Thursday
night's match up is against
Cal Poly who is a young
team like Pacific, and has
many solid players. Steffan
Johnson is questionable for
the game on Thursday night
but hopes to be fully ready
by Saturday. If he is still not
able to play against Cal Poly,
look for HorseChief to have
another strong performance.
Cal Poly is also a guard
oriented team and does not
have the low post presence
to guard either Mike White
or Anthony Brown. Both big
men should be able to have
big games scoring- and rebounding-wise. This is the
point in the season where
the Tigers need their fan
support the most. They are
two and a half games back of
the first place team and can
easily gain ground with two
victories at home this week
end. Youtube's not going

Pike
Sigma Chi
Theta Chi
Omega Phi
Theta
Delta Gamma
Phi Delta Chi
Kappa Psi
Tri-Delta
Alpha Phi
Xi Chi Sigma

RES HALL/STU
CLUB DIVISION

Hawaii
Townhouses
Grace Covell Hall
Southwest Hall
Casa Werner
John Ballyntine
McConchie Hall
Housing
MBA Student
Association
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five comfortably. The Chevy"4 Aveo® IS Sedan is one surprisingly big car. And now, Aveo is backed by the GM® 100,000
miie/5-year Powertrain limited Warranty," Starting at just Sl2,515.n IT as shown $14,125.* Go big at chevyaveo.com
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